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Exceptional
Performance
A new era for Queensland’s 
first Grammar School

Strategic Plan 
2016 - 2020
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A young boy enters Ipswich Grammar School and joins a group of friends on a journey.  

To mark the beginning of this journey he will walk from the senior quadrangle to ring the old 

bell that sits in the tower over the entrance to the quad. He will also walk over a bronze 

plaque that reads ‘IGS 1863.’ Years later when his IGS journey is complete a rich future 

beckons. In his white senior’s shirt, for the last time, he will file through a tunnel of younger 

boys back into the quad with the younger boys patting him on the back.

Passing over the plaque he will ring the bell one last time. His parents will watch the 

ceremonial walk and say, “My son has grown into a young man here. He was happy.  

He worked well, played hard, and demonstrated exceptional performance.”

This is Ipswich Grammar School

We are Queensland’s first grammar school; a strong and nurturing community to which 

we are proud to belong. Our school is founded on, and lives by, the belief that education 

is the key to unlocking an individual’s opportunities in life. Our history is based upon the 

principle of aspiring to be the best that we can be and our boys are characterised by their 

determination and resilience. We aim to instil in them a sense of personal and moral 

responsibility where they will act with honour, now and into their adulthood. These are 

the tools they will need for tomorrow’s world. Our students are among those who will be 

leaders of their communities. The experiences and friendships they take with them from 

their days here will remain with them forever.

Our Story

Our boys are characterised by their 
determination and resilience 
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Our school motto is Labore Et 

Honore – By this we mean that we will achieve 

success by working hard and behaving 

honourably.

Our school values enable us to 

support our boys’ journey to manhood through:

Resilience We tackle tasks with determination 

and perseverance.

Honour We conduct ourselves with dignity  

and respect. 

Belonging We are proud of who we are, what 

we believe in, and the experiences we share.

Our Commitment 
This Ipswich Grammar School Strategic 

Plan sets out our intent to usher in a proud 

new era for our great school. We have a 

distinguished history and with this plan we 

seek to honour our past and move towards 

a bright future by positioning our school as 

one of Australia’s leading boys’ schools.  

We will unify the diverse strengths of this 

school to create a cohesive place of learning 

from Prep to Year 12. Our plan outlines 

strategies and milestones for the four years 

until December 2020.

We will challenge ourselves and our boys to be 

exceptional performers. This is a statement of 

intent, an aspiration, and a call to action.  

We understand that we may falter at times but 

we are compelled to commit to this standard.  

In doing so we will generate the energy and 

purpose that are fundamental to great schools.

By December 2020, Ipswich Grammar School 

will be an established leader in boys’ education.  

We will be recognised for excellence in teaching 

and for exceptional outcomes in boys’ academic 

achievement in future pathways, artistic 

development and sporting endeavour. Our Old 

Boys will possess an appetite for life, a 

willingness to serve their community, the ability 

to enrich our nation, and the compassion to 

understand the diversity of the modern world.

On this journey we will continuously review and 

evaluate our progress. As we learn and grow we 

will refine and polish our plan. This vision is a 

cause for hope and excitement. Please join us 

on this journey as together, we seek to enrich 

the life of Ipswich Grammar School between 

now and 2020 and beyond.

Exceptional performance will be achieved 

through our unrelenting strategic focus on the 

following four priorities:

• Our Boys

• Our Teachers

• Our School, and

• Our Community

Exceptional Performance
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Our Boys
We develop the whole boy. His wellbeing is our core focus and our support processes 

will demonstrate this. We will create pathways where every boy is able to choose 

learning to best match his interests, skills and aspirations. In his endeavours we will 

help him perform to his full potential.

What 
Every boy nurtured, supported and 

challenged to achieve and develop in our 

unique environment.

How 
• A highly individualised support process 

for each boy.

• Programs that will develop each boy 

towards manhood.

• Advanced tracking and monitoring of 

each boy’s social, emotional and 

academic wellbeing.

• Celebration of individual and collective 

successes.

• Innovative use of data to continuously 

improve practices and outcomes.

Success Measures 

• 100% of Year 12 boys achieve  

their preferred pathway.

• 100% of IGS school leavers very 

satisfied with their IGS experience.

• Ongoing innovation in the 

implementation of our programs 

to provide diverse pathways 

suiting all boys.
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Our students are among those who will 
be leaders of their communities



Education is the key to unlocking an 
individual’s opportunities in life
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How 
• Explicit teaching and learning with  

a focus on literacy and numeracy.

• Refined and focussed professional 

development.

• Implementation of the teaching and 

learning framework, ‘The Art and  

Science of Teaching’.

• Redesign Years 10 to 12 curriculum 

organisation and delivery to equip  

our boys to excel in external exams.

• Strong staff involvement with the  

extra-curricular program.

• High quality, high performing,  

passionate staff who motivate and  

inspire each boy to reach his potential.

Our Teachers
We are committed to providing every boy with an exceptional education through 

outstanding curriculum, learning and teaching experiences. We want every boy to 

commit to creative, open-minded, lifelong learning and to develop an inquiring 

mind. We strive for every boy to be responsible for his own learning. He will be 

creative, able to discuss issues and to solve problems. Our teachers will work with 

every boy to enable him to meet his full potential. We must also build on the combined 

potential of the digital age, the latest educational practices and an engaging 

curriculum that is designed to prepare our boys for a rapidly changing world.

What 
Teachers who are inspiring, innovative  

and responsive to our boys’ needs and 

emerging best practice.

Success Measures 

• Top 5 in Queensland in Year 12 

ATAR outcomes.

• Top 10 in Queensland for NAPLAN 

(4 test aggregate score for Years 

3/5 and Years 7/9).

• Increase boys’ participation  

and success in the Arts.
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Our School
Creating a sustainable organisation that can then reinvest in top quality resources, 

facilities and assets.

What 
A vibrant and innovative business plan 

that creates positive financial outcomes 

supporting the continual development 

and sustainability of our school.

How 
• Invest in growth strategies.

• Develop an entrepreneurial approach.

• Implement major projects of strategic 

importance to improve infrastructure 

and the physical environment.

Success Measures 

• Continual reinvestment in asset, 

resource and facility improvement.

• 1200 enrolments from Prep to  

Year 12.

• Ongoing improvement against 

educational benchmarks.
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Our history is based upon the principle of 
aspiring to be the best that we can be 
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A strong and nurturing community 
to which we are proud to belong
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Our Community
Creating a strong Community by fostering relationships and establishing 

productive partnerships.

What 
A vital and empowered Community  

forged through effective communication 

and a shared commitment.

How 
• Engage the Old Boys of IGS.

• Be an active participant in the life  

of Ipswich and Brisbane.

• Streamline internal and external 

communication.

• Adopt effective marketing strategies.

• Communicate the direction and 

achievements of the school with the 

broader community.

• Grow and foster a culture of philanthropy.

• Enrich and enhance our boarding 

community.

Success Measures 

• Red & White Foundation active  

in many facets of IGS.

• A thriving Old Boys’ Network.

• Consistent engagement with 

international, regional and  

local communities.

• Established corporate, 

educational, and  

international partnerships.
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Darling Street Ipswich QLD 4305

+61 7 3813 9600

info@ipswichgrammar.com

www.ipswichgrammar.com


